The provision, administration, and evaluation of contemporary health care services generate an enormous quantity of accessible data for research. Access to "big data" by clinicians and researchers increases every year, with tools such as electronic health records (EHRs) and open-access publication of research data and findings gaining rapid availability.^[@bib1]^

Big data in health care often refer to EHR databases, patient registries, and administrative claims, among others. These data sources are also used in a variety of observational research study designs and clinical specialty areas. Research using these data may be undertaken by medical students or residents, junior investigators, or experienced research teams with varying levels of experience and knowledge using these types of data and study design approaches. This "consumer guide" will prepare readers to navigate and interpret research using observational data while providing explanations and context for related terminology. A second objective of this guide is to help the reader, either a junior investigator or an experienced clinician, critique studies in obstetrics and gynecology (OB/GYN) that use observational data, which will be accomplished by outlining how to assess common pitfalls of quasi-experimental study designs that use observational data. The guide then demonstrates the application of this knowledge using a hypothetical case study of an OB/GYN research article using observational data and a quasi-experimental, or nonrandomized, design. Finally, a compendium of observational data resources commonly used within OB/GYN research is provided.

METHODS
=======

Terminology and definitions relevant to observational data research were identified via literature and keyword searches for terms using PubMed/MEDLINE and Google Scholar. Examples of the relevant identified terminology were based on reviews of the literature in OB/GYN research--focused journals. Categories of observational data were defined and reported in summary tables, with examples of studies using each type of data.

Additional Web searches were conducted to identify data resources, and the identified government-sponsored data collection agencies were cross-referenced to find further data resources. Researcher recommendations were also used to gather observational data sources, along with review of current literature for observational studies or secondary data analysis in OB/GYN-focused journals. The contents of each data resource were summarized, and the cost and accessibility of each resource were verified with the data provider or government data collection agency. A flowchart was constructed to allow the user to quickly interpret the study design for a quasi-experimental study design using observational data.

RESULTS
=======

Review of the literature resulted in the identification of 22 frequently used terms relevant to interpreting observational data research (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These terms will be used throughout the guide.

###### 

Useful Definitions in Observational Research

![](ogx-72-669-g001)

Selecting the Appropriate Study Design
--------------------------------------

The reader should use this section to aid in distinguishing quasi-experimental designs using observational data from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or other experimental designs. Experimental studies, such as RCTs, rely on an investigator-assigned exposure, whereas an observational study collects or reviews data from an extant phenomenon or occurrence; that is, the exposure is assigned "naturally" by clinical decision-making processes, policy changes, and so on (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} provides the reader with a "checklist" for quickly interpreting observational data research and will be consulted in later discussion to aid in the critique of an example study abstract.

![Classifying study design. \*If the investigator assigns the exposure, as in the case of a nonrandomized treatment versus control group study, then the study design would be classified as having an investigator-assigned quasi-experimental design. If the investigator does not assign the exposure in a treatment versus control group study, then the study design would be classified as an observational quasi-experimental design. An example of this is natural experiments, where some change like a new clinical guideline is enacted and the investigator compares the outcome on groups affected differently after the change.](ogx-72-669-g002){#F1}

![A 4-step approach for identifying and interpreting observational studies.](ogx-72-669-g003){#F2}

For obstetrician-gynecologists, primary data collection and the use of RCTs are more appropriate for answering research questions such as determining whether a newly developed treatment or medication has the intended effect on patients. This type of research question requires a demonstration of causality, which can be more strongly inferred from RCTs because of the use of randomization, and is most often referred as an evaluation of "efficacy," or answering the question of "Can this work?" Randomization of the "exposure" (for this type of research question, the exposure is the treatment or medication) reduces or eliminates the possibility of selection bias when determining what groups in the study population receive the treatment and what groups are used for comparison (eg, no treatment, placebo, or alternative treatment). This process of randomization allows the investigator to rule out observed effects for reasons other than the treatment. Randomization is thus a crucial component in the investigation of new medications and medical devices, which is why the US Food and Drug Administration requires the use of RCT study designs during the approval process. Randomized controlled trials maximize internal validity, that is, lack selection bias, but have limited external validity due to strict inclusion/exclusion criteria that limit the most sick patients and patients at extremes of age (very young or very old) and operate in a clinical environment that is not comparable to everyday practice.^[@bib42]^ As such, many research questions can be left unanswered in underrepresented or disparate patient groups and must be answered using "real-world" data and observational study designs.

Obstetrician-gynecologists also encounter research questions that may be preferable to investigate using observational study designs or secondary data analysis. Observational data are generated in the real world either through active data collection for research purposes or passive archiving of data for administrative purposes that can be reused. Real-world data are the product of everyday medical practice and not tightly controlled like that of an RCT. Patient medical treatments are part of a complex decision-making process and are nonrandomized. Patients will receive treatments based on evaluation of risk factors, comorbid conditions, medical history, behavioral aspects, and other factors. Thus, there are significant threats to validity (ie, confounding and bias), associated with patient treatment and outcomes that have to be factored into study design and statistical analysis. However, observational data have strong external validity in the population from which they were generated and offer a relatively inexpensive and time-efficient means to conduct clinical research.

For example, it would be impractical, expensive, and potentially impossible to calculate the prevalence of cervical cancer in the general population by performing a cervical cancer screening and medical chart review for every female. We can, however, estimate cervical cancer prevalence using a variety of observational study design methods and data sources, such as querying patient registries, isolating claims for cervical cancer screenings and treatments in administrative data, surveying patients or clinicians or health systems, or conducting a secondary data analysis of reported surveillance data from government agencies. As another example, an institutional review board would be hesitant to allow an RCT to compare birth defects caused by antidepressant use in pregnant women because of ethical and liability concerns. However, pregnant women often receive antidepressants in routine clinical practice and could be evaluated using observational data from a claims database linked to vital statistics. Observational data could then allow for a simultaneous comparison of all antidepressants, and active comparator treatment groups could be factored in to provide stronger evidence. Thus, confounding and bias concerns could be mitigated, for example, by strong study design and/or statistical adjustments using techniques such as regression, propensity score matching, or weighting. Such studies could be conducted in a timely manner using existing resources and without posing direct risk to patients.

Types of Observational Data
---------------------------

Seven types of observational data categories were identified from literature searches (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and each has several strengths and limitations. The summary definitions for these data types (surveys, admissions/discharge data sets, administrative claims data, registries, surveillance data, electronic medical records \[EMRs\], and linked data sets) are found in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, with further discussion below. The strengths and limitations with the measurement of exposures, outcomes, and other explanatory factors are discussed in the following sections for each of the 7 types of observational data categories.

###### 

Types of Observational Data
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### Surveys

Surveys constitute an entire family of investigatory tools that sample individual patients, clinicians, or health systems using questionnaires or interviews about a topic defined by the investigator. Sampling strategy, survey instrument design, respondent participation rates, and level of reporting subjectivity are all critical elements of interpreting observational study designs that use surveys. For these reasons, surveys tend to be one of the more complicated types of observational data to collect and interpret, and the resulting data are subject to varying levels of both validity and reliability. Secondary data analysis using publicly available survey data sources (eg, see National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, and National Health Interview Survey in Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, <http://links.lww.com/OBGYNSURV/A28>) tends to be a better choice for OB/GYN investigators seeking to analyze survey data that were collected in a methodologically rigorous manner. These surveys are often weighted so that survey respondents, once the weights are applied in the statistical analysis, are representative of the general population. Survey data such as those collected by various government agencies are collected yearly and also provide a useful source of data to track trends across time in the whole US population. These publicly available sources of survey data, however, come with limitations. None of the examples above were collected explicitly in populations relevant to OB/GYN research, although gender, sex, pregnancy status, and type/frequency of medical visits are available in each of these data resources. These surveys may not be appropriate for rare conditions or very restrictive patient populations because these may not have adequate sample sizes for study even with survey weights applied. In addition, survey responses may rely on unreliable self-reports and may not include data points relevant to your research question.

### Administrative Claims Data

In recent years, large health care administrative claims databases have been widely accepted for research in OB/GYN. Administrative data are derived from automated electronic recording of encounters with the health care system, including physician\'s office visits, hospitalizations, filled prescriptions, and diagnostic procedures, which are collected for administrative or billing purposes.^[@bib46],[@bib55]^ These databases are readily available and relatively inexpensive to purchase/access and contain clinical information coded using accepted coding systems. They are also representative of routine clinical care and large populations.^[@bib55],[@bib56]^ Claims data are usually generated from a single insured population (eg, Medicare, Medicaid, or private insurance), and the generalizability or external validity of research findings outside these discrete populations must be considered. Because administrative claims data are generated primarily for payment and administration of health services, these data are subject to inherent limitations because they are not collected for research purposes. For example, most administrative databases contain limited clinical information.^[@bib56]^ Physiological measurements such as blood pressure and glucose levels, tumor stage, and so on are generally not captured. Furthermore, diagnosis and procedure information may not be comprehensive enough and have low sensitivity and specificity for the condition that are meant to capture, and certain chronic conditions could be underdiagnosed. In addition, the reliability of information in administrative databases largely depends on its impact on payment and can differ between fee-for-service or capitated insurance benefits.^[@bib46]^ Treatment and services may not be reflected in the database if they are not covered by health insurance, such as elective cosmetic procedures or over-the-counter medications, or are simply paid in cash by the patient or administered for free (eg, vaccines or \$4 generic prescriptions). The practice of "up-coding" of patients in order to increase billing has been described and can be a major limitation to research, as well as constituting fraud.^[@bib57]^ When evaluating a study using administrative databases, it is imperative to recognize the strengths and the limitations of these data.

Despite its limitations, administrative claims databases have a wide spectrum of research applications. Using administrative claims data allows for the study of large patient populations, including pregnant women and infants/children, who tend to be partially or totally excluded from clinical trials.^[@bib55]^ Specifically, claims can be used to (1) examine drug utilization patterns (eg, the prevalence and duration of medication use during pregnancy), (2) study rare events (eg, breast cancers and congenital malformations), (3) evaluate appropriate prescribing (eg, antibiotic use and misuse among infants), and (4) link to other resources to expand the use of information in those databases (eg, linkage to birth certificate data and the National Death Index). Claims data are becoming more widely used to conduct comparative effectiveness and safety research, which generally aims to compare alternative treatments where RCTs may never be performed or may be unfeasible. The US Food and Drug Administration\'s Sentinel Initiative is such an effort, developed as an active surveillance network built using a consortium of claims data providers. Claims data can be supplemented by linked data or be used to supplement RCTs or patient registries, which could provide substantial number data fields for further study or could extend the follow-up period beyond what was originally defined for a clinical study because of budgetary or other constraints.

### Admissions/Discharge Data Sets

Health system admission or discharge data sets typically include diagnoses, procedures, and patient demographic characteristics from the hospital or health care facility in which the data were collected. These data are similar in format and content to administrative claims data and are thus subject to similar strengths and limitations. Discharge data are typically a 1-line, cross-sectional record of a hospitalization and are agnostic to when diagnoses and procedures occurred during the hospitalization. One important difference from administrative claims data is that admissions/discharges may include patients who have 1 or more types of insurance (or who have no insurance), which is typically not captured in administrative claims data that are derived from a single-payer source. Obstetrics and gynecology research that uses discharge data has found that some recorded procedures and diagnoses were highly accurate upon validation study for some conditions, but not as accurate for others.^[@bib45]^ The most commonly used discharge database, the National Inpatient Sample, is a random sample of hospitalizations that is weighted to be nationally representative but contains no unique patient-identifying identification variable. Thus, such results must be interpreted with caution as the unit of analysis is a "hospitalization" rather than a single patient, and some patients may be double counted. Such data are reliable for evaluating trends in utilization or costs and have been used to evaluate variation in care quality. Newer data resources, such as the National Readmissions Database, include patient identifiers and would allow one to follow individuals longitudinally in the data to evaluate 30-day readmissions, mortality, or other outcomes.

### Registries

Registries are popular tools in OB/GYN research and are built to track a certain type of condition, use of medication/device, or patient within participating health systems. Registries are often useful for establishing counts of observed adverse effects and outcomes and providing preliminary evidence for change over time in prevalence or incidence. One limitation is that registries tend to have voluntary enrollment, which means that participants might be inherently different from nonparticipants. Another is that registries are typically maintained by institutions with limited geographic penetration (eg, a single health system or professional organization).

### Surveillance Data

Surveillance data are typically collected by a government or nonprofit agency to monitor a condition or attribute that is relevant to public health. Because a particular condition or attribute is the focus of data collection, an obstetrician-gynecologist may encounter limitations in using these data to answer research questions that require access to detailed clinical data. In addition, these data sources tend to be deidentified, which makes longitudinal tracking and data linkages difficult or impossible.

### Electronic Medical Records

Many obstetrician-gynecologists have access to EMRs (or EHRs) used by their respective health care institutions. These data contain detailed clinical information and may also contain extended follow-ups and full medical histories. This depth of information is very valuable to OB/GYN research, but the use of these data for research purposes requires substantial review and oversight by your institutional review board and may require substantial time and staffing resources to filter and condense into usable data for analysis. In addition, the EMRs of a single health system are limited to the geographic area and population serviced by the health system, as well as the local policies and practices of the hospital and physicians, which limits the generalizability of study results to the population as a whole. Unless part of a fully integrated health system (eg, Kaiser Permanente or the Veterans Affairs system), patient visits to other physician offices or admissions to other hospitals may not be captured in the medical record. Development of a medical record that follows a patient, or is easily accessible from a cloud-based system, is an eagerly anticipated development for researchers looking to use medical records because this will further centralize the data for these purposes.

### Linked Data Sets

Data linkages serve an important purpose in OB/GYN research because this is the primary tool for tracking females and progeny within single data sets and across multiple data sources. For example, observational study designs that require the linkage of state vital statistics data (birth certificates and death certificates) are a critical tool for calculating maternal and neonate mortality and morbidity. Use of a common identifier is required to conduct a data linkage, which is why data linkages are difficult to conduct using publicly available data sources (these data are typically deidentified). However, some publicly available observational data resources may conduct a linkage by requiring the investigator to use the services of an honest-broker third party who conducts the linkage and then removes all identifying data. Such policies will vary significantly based on government or institutional policies.

Observational Data Resources
----------------------------

Supplemental Table 1 (Supplemental Digital Content, <http://links.lww.com/OBGYNSURV/A28>) contains a summary of observational data resources that are commonly used in OB/GYN research. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, and in some cases, a single prominent example was included for brevity (eg, commercial insurance claims, where a variety of vendors sell or allow access to different sets of administrative claims from commercial insurers).

DISCUSSION
==========

Many researchers are engaged in translating big data resources into actionable benefit for health care quality and effectiveness. One study using the UK National Health Service administrative data demonstrated that observational study designs using "big data" could effectively be applied to what the authors called "small data" (eg, single-institution administrative data).^[@bib58]^ In the following sections, additional pitfalls and benefits of observational data research are discussed, and then a case study is examined so that the reader may apply the terminology and interpretation of study design to evaluating an OB/GYN study abstract.

Additional Pitfalls of Observational Data Research
--------------------------------------------------

There are several elements of observational research that we have yet to discuss. While the potential power of big data to disseminate findings or to investigate research questions with larger population sizes is apparent, many urge caution regarding the pitfalls of conducting such research using health care data. Namely, large-scale collection and "data mining" (ie, a series of statistical techniques for filtering large databases to isolate a characteristic or trend of interest sometimes in the absence of a research hypothesis) practices with health care data may pose risks related to causal inference and patient privacy, and/or findings may be susceptible to misinterpretation if inappropriate or unfamiliar study designs or statistical techniques are applied.^[@bib59]^ For many, the latter is sometimes referred to as the "black box" and is made easy by modern statistical software. In this section, we examine some additional pitfalls of working with observational data, namely, interpreting the relevance of effect size (eg, clinical vs statistical significance), the technology constraints associated with big data research, and the use of data designed for purposes other than research.

### Effect Size: Interpreting Clinical Versus Statistical Significance

It is important for OB/GYN professionals to know how to interpret and implement results from observational data in their clinical decision making. Observational studies rely on statistical analysis, which simply address the acceptance or rejection of statistical hypothesis. Statistically significant differences are determined by the generally accepted level of probability (the "*P* level"), and *P* values provide guidance with respect to random error due to sampling rather than a true change of outcome between study groups. Readers should consider several assumptions when interpreting statistical significances, such as sample size or distribution of the population. The power to detect a given effect size, and observe a statistically significant result, is generally a product of sample size and variation. With larger samples available in big data, the likelihood of statistical significance is high. This means that nonchance differences will be reported as "statistically significant" in big data studies, but those differences may be so small that the effect size, or practical difference, has little value for application to clinical practice. In other words, the observed statistical significance from an observational study alone is insufficient to apply in the clinical practice and may be susceptible to misuse by health care providers.

The results of an observational study can be statistically significant, but too minimal to be clinically important. However, there is no standard or defined understanding of clinically relevant changes. "Clinical significance" is generally defined as the smallest meaningful change in an observed effect, but this does not establish a standard effect size to be considered as worthwhile by the practitioner to enact a change in clinical care.^[@bib60],[@bib61]^ There is a large degree of subjectivity in the judgment of clinical significance that could direct the course of patient care because of disparities in patients\' characteristics, differences across health care fields, clinical experience, and goals of clinical care. The aware reader should not focus on measures of significance presented in research articles but should evaluate the effect size, and its corresponding confidence intervals, to determine if a given effect size is enough to elicit a change in clinical practice. Furthermore, readers should expect both relative effect sizes and absolute effect sizes from research in order to fully appreciate the magnitude of the effect in question.

Let us examine a hypothetical example for interpreting effect size and statistical significance. A big data observational study finds a statistically significant effect of an intervention to improve patient preventive care. The intervention in our example is a change in insurance coverage, which was enacted by a large managed care organization to fully cover and encourage annual Papanicolaou (Pap) smear examinations. Administrative claims data were reviewed before and after the change in insurance coverage for all adult female patients in the large managed care organization with samples of several thousand patients receiving examinations in a 5-year period prior to the change in coverage and several thousand additional patients receiving examinations in the 5-year period following the change in insurance coverage. The study reported 2 major findings, namely, a *P* value that demonstrated a statistically significant difference in the proportion of patients in the managed care organization receiving examinations following the insurance change and an odds ratio with confidence intervals for the likelihood of patients receiving abnormal Pap test results following the coverage change.

These 2 statistical reports represent very different findings with varying applicability to clinical practice. First, the *P* value demonstrating a statistically significant difference in the proportion of patients who received Pap tests following the change does indicate that more patients received the tests, but does not indicate how many more patients (effect size) received those tests. This *P* value has limited clinical applicability because it demonstrates neither the size of the intervention effect nor the desirability of that effect (eg, more frequent Pap testing could potentially result in improved patient outcomes in high-risk patients, but what about low-risk patients? Is more frequent testing worthwhile for the whole population?). Second, let us suppose that the odds ratio in our example was reported as follows: the odds of an abnormal Pap test result following the insurance change was 1.03 (95% confidence interval, 1.01--1.05), which means that abnormal test results were found 0.03 times more often following the insurance change. These findings do give the reader information about the effect size of the intervention (ie, the odds of getting abnormal test results went up by 0.03 times, or 3%, following the insurance change); however, this result still lacks clinical context. We know that a greater proportion of patients received annual testing following the insurance coverage change, but we do not know if the additional testing resulted in more false-positives (also known as type I errors) or a true capture of additional patients with abnormal test results. It is also unclear whether a 3% change in effect size is large enough to warrant change in practice---this would remain a clinical decision.

This example brings to light another consideration for working with big data and statistics, that of type I error, or false-positives. There are numerous methods for safeguarding against type I errors while working with exploratory statistical testing, so best practices would indicate that a statistician or methodologist be consulted to ensure that the selected study design and analysis methods are appropriate for the data available to the researcher.

### Technology Constraints and Big Data

"Big data" is aptly named, in part, because many sources of observational big data are dramatically larger in sample size than what is typically used in experimental designs (RCTs). For example, a typical RCT conducted in OB/GYN research may enroll a study population of 200 female patients, whereas an extract of administrative claims from a large commercial or public insurer data set may contain millions of female patients who fit the study inclusion criteria with tens of millions of individual medical or pharmacy billing records. A data set of this size is not easily stored or analyzed using conventional computer hardware and software. A large data set (or database) may require the use of storage servers, querying software, sophisticated statistical analysis software packages, and the assistance of database administrators and/or statisticians to appropriately manage and analyze data of that magnitude. Access to the infrastructure required to work with big data may be cost or time prohibitive for an obstetrician-gynecologist practicing outside a research institution environment with established resources. Other data sources mentioned, such as surveys or discharge data, can be managed on local personal computers and are amenable to commonly used software packages that are not technically restrictive (eg, SPSS).

Additional Benefits of Observational Data Research
--------------------------------------------------

In this section, we discuss some additional benefits of working with observational data. First, the methods and procedures typically used in secondary data analysis tend to be highly reproducible. This is especially true when working with publicly available data and when scholarly publications require thorough reporting of the research protocols used by observational study designs. As an obstetrician-gynecologist engaged in research, reproducibility is of tantamount importance when confirming or dismissing emerging evidence. Efforts by several independent groups and scientific societies have sought to standardize reporting of observational studies. Readers should be familiar with the STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines as a checklist for reporting observational study methods.^[@bib62]^ Other resources are available for evaluating research using administrative claims data specifically.^[@bib63]^

Next, the use of extant data sources is a cost-effective strategy for engaging in research activities. A data source that is both publicly available and kept updated with contemporary entries (eg, annual surveillance data collected by government agencies) is of high value, but has a low cost of access for the investigator. In some cases, the purchase of extant data sources (eg, commercial insurance administrative claims) may be a more cost-effective means to answering research question than collecting primary data for an RCT, which tend to be expensive even when conducted in small populations. Observational data sometimes can allow for research questions to be evaluated that are deemed unethical or risky for approval of a clinical trial but have occurred in the real world (eg, birth defects associated with antipsychotic medications).^[@bib64]^

Some observational data resources also allow for the use of large population sizes, which are desirable for the high statistical power that reduces uncertainty and produces more precise estimates of observed phenomenon. A well-designed, highly powered "large N" observational study may produce evidence of greater value than an underpowered "small N" RCT in some cases, particularly among populations where it is difficult to conduct RCTs (eg, pregnant women). To reiterate, however, readers should remain aware of statistical versus clinical significance in studies with large sample sizes.

Case Study Application: Evaluating an Abstract That Uses Observational Data
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now that the reader is familiar with terminology, definitions, and evaluation strategies for interpreting observational data research, we will apply the strategies discussed throughout this guide by critically evaluating the following study abstract relevant to obstetrician-gynecologists and other clinicians who treat women and/or neonates. The abstract uses observational data to calculate the incidence of neonatal abstinence syndrome and quantifies access to care differences for pregnant women seeking opioid abuse treatment:

> Objective: Incidence of neonatal abstinence syndrome (NAS) is increasing because of the rise in opioid use. Rural states such as Kentucky have been disproportionally impacted by opioid abuse, and this study determines NAS burden nationally and in Kentucky while quantifying differences in access to care between Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties.
>
> Methods: Neonatal abstinence syndrome rates were calculated using national (2013) and Kentucky (2008--2014) National Inpatient Sample discharge data. Births were identified using the *International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision* code 779.5 and live birth codes V30.x--V38.x. Counties were classified as rural, micropolitan, or metropolitan using census data. Proximity analysis was conducted via mapping from ZIP code centroid to nearest opioid treatment facility. Distance to treatment facilities was calculated and then compared using nonparametric testing for counties by rural and Appalachian status.
>
> Results: Neonatal abstinence syndrome cases tripled from 2008 to 2014 in Kentucky counties, with a 2013 NAS rate more than double the national NAS rate. Rural and Appalachian counties experienced an NAS increase per 1000 births that was 2 to 2.5 times higher than urban/non-Appalachian counties, with a greater number of NAS births overall in Appalachian counties. All opioid treatment facility types were farther from rural patients than micropolitan/metropolitan patients (*P* \< 0.001), as well as farther for Appalachians versus non-Appalachians (*P* \< 0.001, all facility types).
>
> Conclusions: Neonatal abstinence syndrome burden disparately affects rural and Appalachian Kentucky counties, whereas treatment options are disproportionately farther away for these residents. Policy efforts to increase NAS prevention and encourage opioid abuse treatment uptake in pregnant women should address rural and Appalachian disparities.

Note: This abstract is reprinted with permission from the *Journal of Rural Health* (publisher: John Wiley and Sons, Inc; license no. 4151490014858).^[@bib65]^

Using Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} as a guide, we have enough information from the study abstract to quickly dissect and interpret the study design and findings. First, we can note that the researchers did not assign an exposure, and subjects were not randomized into the study, which means that the study design is nonexperimental (or quasi-experimental). In addition, the study is retrospective and contains 2 distinct research objectives: to calculate incidence of neonatal abstinence syndrome in births and to quantify access to care for opioid abuse among pregnant women in a particular state. The design used to address the 2 research objectives would be best described as a descriptive, cross-sectional design, because of the lack of comparison or control groups and lack of longitudinal follow-up data of mothers or neonates and because the data source lacks individual patient identifiers.

Next, the reader should note that administrative discharge data from the state of Kentucky and the National Inpatient Sample (see Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, <http://links.lww.com/OBGYNSURV/A28>, entry 12 for additional information about this data source from the Healthcare Cost Utilization Project family of data sets) were used in this article. National data are randomly sampled and would be nationally representative once these weights are applied, which can be used to generate estimates of neonatal abstinence syndrome for the entire country. However, these estimates cannot be calculated by state because of the way data are sampled. Kentucky data are complete records for the state, although Kentucky has been hit particularly hard by the opioid abuse epidemic, is rural, and has a distinct Appalachian disparate region and thus may not be comparable to other states. Noting the use of discharge data to define the patient population and to isolate diagnoses using billing codes is important, because diagnosis codes may not accurately capture all cases of pregnancy, substance abuse, and neonatal abstinence syndrome in these populations. Neonatal abstinence syndrome could be misdiagnosed, could be not caused by opioids (as was the focus of that research), and could vary in severity, which is not discernible from a single *International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision* diagnosis code. The aware reader should evaluate whether the authors have supported their choice of coding algorithms used either with prior research or with clear acknowledgement of the potential limitations of the research.

The abstract findings report both incidence rates and *P* values for differences in distance to opioid abuse care facilities. However, the abstract\'s method section provides limited information about the statistical analysis tools used to calculate either of these findings in the study population, which could be cause for concern. Without these details, it is difficult to assess if the study is appropriately powered and whether the results are clinically meaningful (eg, how much higher would neonatal abstinence syndrome incidence in the study location \[Kentucky\] need to be compared to nationwide incidence to convince me it is a real problem?). Other results in this article show that women in rural areas would be on average 20 miles farther away from pregnancy-specific treatment centers than women in metropolitan areas, a statistically significant finding. While 20 miles may be a burdensome drive, is there evidence that this could affect treatment-seeking behaviors? Is it enough to enact policy changes from state or local government? In such situations, it is recommended to delve into the full-text article to find the missing information necessary to interpret the results, including references, which put the effect size in relative terms. If this information is unavailable in the full text, exercise significant caution in your interpretation and application of these study findings.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Observational data research and big data can provide clinicians and researchers with a variety of options for conducting and interpreting OB/GYN research, with applications ranging from assessing patient health outcomes, identifying trends in utilization of medications or procedures, or for calculating prevalence estimates of disease states. Different types of observational data have varied strengths and limitations. For example, administrative claims data sources are useful for population-level prevalence estimates and utilization trends, whereas EHR-derived data and patient survey data may be more useful for exploring patient behaviors and trends in practice. In comparison with RCTs, quasi-experimental designs using observational data may afford the study of larger populations in a more cost-effective manner.
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